ABSTRACT

Objective: To understand staff and clients’ experiences with delivering and receiving nutrition education in the Special Supplemental Nutrition Program for Women, Infants, and Children (WIC).

Methods: Focus groups involving WIC staff, clients, and former clients in Arizona. Client and staff perceptions of WIC nutrition education, preferences, and suggestions for improvement were examined. Transcripts were analyzed using a deductive thematic approach to identify emerging themes.

Results: Findings from 10 focus groups with 25 WIC staff and 29 clients suggested that existing materials were time-consuming and unresponsive to client needs, and additional resources were needed to engage children while parents were in session; new delivery formats for nutrition education, including videos and interactive demonstrations focused on child-friendly preparations of WIC foods, were preferred.

Conclusions and Implications: Collaboration among existing nutrition education programs, including the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program—Education, Expanded Food and Nutrition Education Program, community gardens, and Head Start, can complement and enhance WIC nutrition educations in this region.
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INTRODUCTION

A major goal of nutrition education within the Special Supplemental Nutrition Program for Women, Infants, and Children (WIC) is obesity prevention,1 a significant public health problem disproportionately affecting low-income families.2 Previous research demonstrated that nutrition education improved the nutritional status of WIC clients by significantly increasing family consumption of fruits, whole grains, and low-fat milk.3 Clients are required to attend a minimum of 2 nutrition education sessions (one-on-one or group format) every 6 months. A didactic instructional format, disproportionately focused on increasing knowledge without complementary behavior change strategies, remains the norm.4 However, client-centered education has been identified as one of the more promising nutrition education models for behavior change,5 prompting many states to discontinue didactic formats in lieu of facilitated discussions and hands-on activities.6 In theory, this shift from the instructor to the learner will empower clients to take responsibility for decisions that affect their lives, including choices related to nutrition and health.7

Several other WIC nutrition education approaches have been evaluated and are equally promising. For instance, Internet-based nutrition education has demonstrated beneficial effects on nutrition behavior and is well accepted by clients.5 Training WIC staff in motivational interviewing has helped personalize counseling sessions to focus on clients' specific needs and has been shown to affect children's television and dietary behaviors positively.8 Cooking demonstrations and specific tips on healthy food preparation have increased clients' exposure to low-cost, healthy meals and have influenced mothers' consumption of fruits and vegetables.9 Despite modest successes of these newer formats of nutrition education, widespread implementation and dissemination of research-proven nutrition education have lagged. A top-down approach has been employed in which WIC client and staff perceptions of the adoption, use, and acceptability of the new or enhanced methods and materials were not considered. Abu-sabha et al.10 advocated for the “power with” approach to community practice, in which educators work shoulder-to-shoulder with clients to understand their values, experiences, and challenges to co-develop a meaningful nutrition education experience. This “power with” approach may generate more effective nutrition outcomes than the current top-down dissemination model because it equitably involves all partners in the process.11 Developing a nutrition education approach that is both relevant and useful to clients, as
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Probes and prompts were used to elicit and train graduate students. Enhancements were led regarding potential improvements or content, format, and design of WIC educational materials. Discussions were guiding to discussions. Scripts conformed to the research team, and trained graduate student then analyzed and sorted emerging themes by reviewing and coding each transcript based on repeated patterns across the data set. A second member of the research team, who was also present at the focus group discussions, independently confirmed emerging themes. The graduate student then analyzed and sorted codes and grouped them within themes. Direct quotes from transcripts were sorted into relevant themes. The NVivo qualitative data analysis software (version 10, QSR International Pty Ltd., Melbourne, Australia, 2014) was used to develop a hierarchical coding structure. Findings were discussed at meetings that included the entire research team.

METHODS

Focus Groups

The authors used focus group discussions to explore the perspectives of WIC clients and staff using a naturalistic approach in an uncontrolled, context-specific setting. Two focus groups tailored for WIC staff and clients were developed by the research team to guide discussions. Scripts consisted of 11 to 12 open-ended, nonleading questions designed to elicit WIC staff and client experiences with nutrition education content, format, and delivery, and to encourage feedback regarding potential improvements or enhancements. Discussions were led by an experienced focus group moderator and trained graduate student. Probes and prompts were used to expand and clarify responses.

Participants

Eligible study participants were WIC staff who had previously delivered nutrition education to clients. The WIC clients were eligible to participate if they had received WIC benefits within the past 5 years. Participants were recruited from WIC clinics, neighborhood centers, and public libraries in Arizona, using promotional flyers posted to clinic walls and distributed via e-mail and verbal invitations issued by researchers. Study staff confirmed respondent eligibility and obtained informed consent. Participants were invited to attend a focus group on a specific date and time, and received $25 for participation. The University of Arizona Institutional Review Board approved the study.

Data Collection and Analysis

Ten focus groups were conducted: 4 discussions with current WIC clients (n = 21), 2 with previous clients (n = 8), and 4 with staff (n = 25). Smaller focus group size (n = 4–6 respondents) was intentional to provide adequate time for thorough discussion of all questions, thereby enhancing the quality of the data. Each focus group session lasted 60–90 minutes and was audio-recorded. Two students trained in qualitative research methods transcribed recordings verbatim and reviewed transcripts for completeness. The moderator of the focus group performed a second review. Transcripts were coded and analyzed by the entire research team using deductive thematic analysis, in which 1 researcher identified emerging themes by reviewing and coding each transcript based on repeated patterns across the data set. A second member of the research team, who was also present at the focus group discussions, independently confirmed emerging themes. The graduate student then analyzed and sorted codes and grouped them within themes. Direct quotes from transcripts were sorted into relevant themes. The NVivo qualitative data analysis software (version 10, QSR International Pty Ltd., Melbourne, Australia, 2014) was used to develop a hierarchical coding structure. Findings were discussed at meetings that included the entire research team.

RESULTS

Participant Characteristics

A total of 54 individuals participated in 10 focus group discussions (Table). Mean age of WIC staff was 42 years (range, 25 to 66 years), and 30 years (range, 20–44 years) for WIC clients. Six WIC staff members (24%) self-reported race/ethnicity as white, 15 (60%) as Latino/Hispanic, and 4 (16%) as mixed racial/ethnic status. Participants were female, except for 2 WIC clients and 3 WIC staff. Two of the 4 discussions with current WIC clients were with Nepalese-speaking individuals of Asian descent (n = 10 individuals); the other 2 were English-speaking (n = 6), and Spanish-speaking (n = 5) individuals. The 2 group discussions with past WIC clients were in Spanish (n = 8).

The researchers did not intentionally recruit specific cultural groups. Arizona WIC serves diverse clientele, which afforded the opportunity to meet with clients representing different cultural groups, including Nepalese refugees. A Nepalese interpreter translated focus group questions to Nepali and back-translated participant responses to English. In addition, over one third of WIC clients in Southern Arizona are Hispanic. Many speak only Spanish; thus, 1 focus group moderator was bilingual and conducted 3 of the focus groups with clients entirely in Spanish. The same moderator transcribed into Spanish and then translated into English. A second (bilingual) member of the research team present at the discussion verified transcripts.

Emerging Themes

Three major themes related to the delivery and format of WIC nutrition education were identified. Two emerged in response to the first research question: Unsupervised children negatively affect nutrition education, and educational materials are time-consuming and not applicable to clients’ lives. These themes encompassed many of the challenges WIC staff experienced when using nutrition education materials with clients. Clients did not expressly focus their discussions on distractions during the education process, or the materials. Thus, these themes are largely staff-centric. A third theme emerged in response to the second research question: Methods of nutrition education that promote active participation are in demand. This theme encompassed the many suggestions for improving WIC nutrition education from the perspectives of WIC clients and staff.

Unsupervised Children Negatively Affect Nutrition Education

Across the 4 staff focus groups, participants agreed that unsupervised children interfered with and limited client engagement and benefit from nutrition education. The 4 WIC clinics in the sample had open floor
plans composed of cubicles where counseling sessions were held. Staff reported that clients’ children would frequently run out of the cubicles and interrupt nearby counseling sessions, making it difficult to focus on nutrition education. One staff member’s words:

> Having children in the session is a big challenge. It’s always hard to talk over them because they want their mom’s attention. They’re talking, playing, arguing.

Another WIC staff member agreed:

> It’s an open environment, so there’s one client here and another client there, and if they both have kids, they are running up and down and moms are running after them, so they cannot continue with their interview.

WIC staff suggested placing doors on the cubicles to provide clients with more privacy and minimize distractions.

> I wish we had doors on them [cubicles] so they could just play and be secure in that area. Maybe that would be helpful for moms just to be able to relax and think, ‘Okay, my children are in play land, let’s talk about vegetables, or let’s talk about healthy eating practices.’

Educational Materials Are Time-Consuming and Not Applicable to Clients’ Lives

In 2003, the Touching Hearts, Touching Minds nutrition materials, including both handouts and tools (cards, fabric, and faces made from paper), were developed by Massachusetts WIC. A greater behavior change is believed to occur when mothers feel good about what they do for their children; thus, these emotion-based materials emphasized the emotional benefits of healthy eating in addition to the rational, logical benefits of taking action. Handouts included personal stories from local WIC clients regarding strategies used to help their children engage in healthy behaviors, whereas the tools were designed to facilitate the nutrition counseling session. Adopted by Arizona WIC in 2012 as its statewide curriculum, the handouts and tools were not well accepted by WIC staff participating in the focus group discussions, who explained that clients desired quick facts, not lengthy stories that did not address clients’ nutrition questions. Staff members further explained that some clients were not able to read the handouts owing to low literacy or language barriers. In the words of 2 WIC staff members:

> We do have handouts that we are supposed to use from the state, but we don’t use them because they are general and not specific to what they [clients] want.

> A lot of people want to take something home that’s easy to read. They [the state] give us these handouts that are totally opposite of that. You have to read the handouts to dig for information.

With regard to the tools, a few staff members noted that they might be useful in the first session; however, the majority of staff members agreed that overall, the tools were too time-consuming and inhibited the natural flow of discussion. These same staff members thought the tools made it more difficult to build a rapport with clients and were unnecessary when staff had good communication skills. As 1 staff member noted:

> The handouts and tools take up too much time, and they are not always well received. I’ve gotten a couple of clients that say, ‘Oh, since when did WIC become psychologists or counselors?’
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant Characteristics</th>
<th>WIC Staff</th>
<th>WIC Clients</th>
<th>Past WIC Clients</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sample size&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age, y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>25 to 50</td>
<td>20–44</td>
<td>20–44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race/ethnicity, n</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latino/Latina or Hispanic</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White, Latino/Latina, or Hispanic</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education, n</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No schooling</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than high school</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High school graduate</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beyond high school</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marital status, n&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Separated, divorced, or widowed</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children living with participant (age ≤ 5 y), n&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥ 4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

WIC indicates Special Supplemental Nutrition Program for Women, Infants, and Children.

<sup>a</sup>Couples living in the same household filled out 1 demographic data form with female spouse as the focus of the survey;<sup>b</sup>Missing responses on some questionnaires.
Another staff member said,

*It kind of feels robotic, where we are all trained to act and say things in a certain way. It doesn’t feel natural. And it’s just really lengthy using the tools and trying to get down to the matter.*

**Methods of Nutrition Education That Promote Active Participation Are in Demand**

Clients were most interested in participating in active, hands-on nutrition education that taught them practical strategies to motivate their children to consume healthy food. The 2 main formats that clients suggested were videos and live food demonstrations.

Both staff and clients thought that viewing a video would be a quick, efficient, and engaging format for nutrition education. Clients were mostly interested in videos that provided guidance on foods for children, including simple recipes and child-friendly food presentation.

In the words of several clients,

*Creative ideas on how to give vegetables and fruits to children. Making a happy face out of fruit to help kids eat.*

*Ideas for substitution of unhealthy food for healthier foods. I liked when they showed me how to substitute spaghetti squash for spaghetti, and cauliflower for mashed potatoes.*

Staff suggested a WIC YouTube channel with access to videos to deliver nutrition education to clients both in and out of the clinic setting. Several staff members explained why videos might be a good option:

*A lot of our clients don’t read. A video would be so much better. That way they can hear and see [the information].*

*If there was WIC YouTube page, they could use it as a reference. It could be updated videos reminding clients about nutrition topics such as iron.*

Both clients and staff commented on long wait times at the clinic, sometimes as much as 3 hours, and suggested that nutrition education in the waiting room would make better use of wait time. Clients were particularly keen on opportunities that incorporated recipes and food preparation tips; however, staff did not identify food demonstrations as a desirable method of nutrition education.

As several WIC clients explained,

*I think it is really hard to know what is healthy for my children. They don’t like vegetables. A demonstration of what is healthy for our children would help.*

*Orient us every so often, like once in a month, and give a workshop as to what kind of food to feed to baby and how to keep food safe. It would also be helpful to see demonstrations like a healthy plate.*

Collectively, these findings illustrated clients’ desire to learn how to put nutrition recommendations into practice by seeing concrete examples in videos or in-person sessions rather than from a written handout. Staff members agreed that these methods would be more useful to clients because many had difficulty reading or preferred videos. The WIC clinic setting was perceived as a barrier to delivering and receiving effective nutrition education as a result of interference caused by unsupervised children. Long wait times may offer an opportunity to deliver nutrition education in clinic waiting areas.

**DISCUSSION**

Across 10 focus groups composed of WIC staff and current and past WIC clients, 3 themes emerged that warrant further action. The first 2, that unsupervised children influence nutrition education, and that educational materials are time-consuming and not applicable to clients’ lives, were heavily focused on staff experiences with the emotion-based education materials. The third theme, methods of nutrition education that promote active participation are in demand, elicited clients’ nutrition education preferences and staff perspectives regarding nutrition education delivery challenges occurring within the constraints of the clinic environment.

In contrast to a previous study conducted with Massachusetts WIC in which emotion-based nutrition education materials were positively received by WIC clients and staff, participants in the current study thought these handouts and counseling tools were too time-consuming and unresponsive to client preferences. In part, this may be the result of cultural diversity in the current sample compared with the previous study’s sample, which may influence how clients perceive the nutrition education materials.

Participants in this study suggested a variety of ways to enhance WIC nutrition education, including the use of on-demand video. This recommendation is consistent with findings from a previous study in which clients reported that watching videos on infant care and nutrition was useful and informative. In another study testing the effects of a culturally sensitive DVD on fruit and vegetable intake of overweight and obese black and white mothers in Michigan WIC, there were no significant differences between intervention and control participants (who were provided with usual WIC care and the option to receive a DVD at the end of the study). These null results, combined with the modest impact of similar technology-based approaches in WIC, may be due to the low dose of compulsory nutrition education (eg, 2 contacts every 6 months) and not the delivery approach per se.

Staff members suggested developing a WIC YouTube channel to connect clients to on-demand nutrition education accessible outside the clinic setting. The flexibility of this delivery method and potential for customization are responsive to clients’ preferences for quick access to child-friendly recipes and food preparation tips. Internet access may be a barrier for some WIC clients; however more than 60% of low-income individuals have a high-speed Internet connection at home. Videos could also be streamed in the waiting area of WIC offices to maximize the frequently long wait times.

This research has several limitations. It is possible that the focus group setting may have inhibited some participants from freely sharing their views. After 1 of the WIC staff focus groups, a staff member disclosed the presence of the supervisor, which may have influenced the willingness
to share. Focus groups were conducted on weekdays, so working clients might be underrepresented. Furthermore, clients who agreed to participate in the focus groups may have differed in important ways from those who chose not to participate. Almost every staff member from each of the 4 WIC clinics volunteered to participate in the study outside work hours. This provided a well-balanced representation of WIC staff members' experience with nutrition education in Arizona WIC. The cultural diversity of the focus group participants, although fortuitous, was not by design. Thus the researchers were unable to explore whether culture or language served as a moderator of nutrition education uptake by WIC clients.

**IMPLICATIONS FOR RESEARCH AND PRACTICE**

Across all 10 focus group discussions, participants expressed interest in healthy recipes and creative methods of food preparation for children. Cooking demonstrations and videos were favored formats to receive this information. To serve the multicultural WIC population better, it is important to consider the role of culture in the uptake and acceptance of nutrition education strategies. Best practices for serving multicultural WIC populations have been identified. Using these practices to optimize WIC nutrition education, essential elements include provision of cultural competency training to all WIC staff and the development or refinement of nutrition education materials and approaches that consider clients’ cultural preferences, eating patterns, and traditions consistent with the cultural competency requirements.

The majority of WIC clinics in Southern Arizona do not appear to have adequate resources and funding to support the nutrition education needs of their clients, and the significant cost of implementing acceptable and culturally sensitive nutrition education may not be feasible for some states. Because of these circumstances, it is recommended that WIC take advantage of existing nutrition education programs and services that complement WIC’s mission to maximize resources.

Organizational factors such as administrative policies and procedures, available resources, and facilities play a critical role in the effectiveness of nutrition education delivered to WIC clients. Thus, optimizing WIC nutrition education can occur only with coordination among partner agencies including community gardens, food banks, and land-grant university Cooperative Extension offices.

Several states have already forged partnerships with existing organizations. In Illinois, WIC partnered with Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program—Education and Expanded Food and Nutrition Education Program to provide WIC clients with cooking demonstrations featuring fresh produce. Initiating these types of collaborations in other states could address clients' desire for hands-on nutrition education, as well as leverage resources and personnel. Partnering with local community gardens and organizations that sell inexpensive fruits and vegetables, such as local food banks, is another approach to increasing clients' access to affordable fruits and vegetables.

Finally, because of clients' high level of interest in learning strategies to motivate their children to consume healthy foods and the competing challenge of occupying children's attention during the WIC nutrition education sessions, it may be important to include children in some of the nutrition education activities. For instance, both food demonstrations and community garden workshops could be structured to involve children. Collaboration with licensed childhood educators and early childhood education programs such as Head Start could yield developmentally appropriate activities designed to engage children in learning while WIC parents are in session. Focusing some or all of these activities on experiential learning around nutrition would be an excellent way for children to discover where fresh produce comes from and to learn to make healthy food choices.
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